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President’s Message

Another bass season draws to an end! It seems like it was only yesterday that we were eagerly embarking on our
first outings for the season. The third wet summer in a row, with record-breaking rains all over the country has
cut into our opportuinities to go bassin', but when we have, its been pretty good. In my experience this season,
the bass have been healthy and the rivers are looking great (when they are not running high & muddy that is!). I
encourage all members to go bassing at least a couple more times before the off-season and to enjoy the
conditions which may not return again for a number of years.
This past year has also seen our own bush regeneration project at Emu Plains kick off with monthly work days
which have been generally well-attended. The commitment and drive of Alan Izzard must be commended as
does the core group of people that are almost always there - Ashley Thamm, Milton Lazarus, Garnet Noble &
Ron Rogers. This project has given the club great cudos and has lifted our profile significantly. Our Grant
applications for funding has also been well-received by the powers-that-be and the fact that we have had two
grants approved is testimony to that. Another exciting development in the past year has been our long-awaited
upgrade of our website and our entry into the 21st Century with our cool Facebook page. We have to thank John
Stokes for this.
This past year has also seen our club membership increase significantly, with us welcoming a double-digit
number of new members. This leads me to my next point - I would like to repeat myself and ask all members to
consider being more active in the club's afairs by putting your hand up for positions in the Commitee. New
Commitee members will be elected in the upcoming Annual General Meeting in April. If unopposed, I will
nominate for my second year as President, but if anyone feels they would like to nominate themself for that role,
please feel free to do so. I would love to see an actual election of more than one candidate for any role in the
Commitee! Now that would be a change!
Cautionary note: the swollen rivers, while great for good bass habitat, recruitment and survival, also makes for
more challenging boating & kayaking. Stay safe out there and I can confess to having tipped over twice this
season! Safety aside, it has cost me a LOT of money!

HS Tham
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Bass v Barra
By Wayne Erskine
These days I live in Darwin and most of my fishing is in the East Alligator River upstream of Cahill’s Crossing.
My tastes are very agricultural and I like Barra, Saratoga, Sooties, Tarpon (provided I don’t touch them because
they stink) and even Forktail Catfish. Nevertheless, my late uncle and my late Dad took me Bass fishing from
the time I was about 8 years old and I ‘love’ it. I caught my first bass on a red and white Jitterbug in the Clyde in
January 1967 and have been fanatical about Bass ever since. So when I returned with my partner Hieu to
Sydney for Christmas to catch up with the family in late December 2011, I wanted to go Bass fishing. The first
night I stayed with my friend and plant ecologist, Dr Anita Chalmers, at Phegans Bay on Brisbane Water. We
wanted to do some riparian vegetation surveys on Wollombi Brook so we went to Warkworth and Bulga to
complete our work only to find that recent floods had totally inundated the area we wanted to survey and had
killed the plants in which we were interested. So we headed upstream to Dairy Arm where Anita and I have
been working for the last few years. The smaller catchment area meant less water and we got three days work
completed. We left Phegans Bay and I showed Hieu all my favourite spots on the Central Coast from the time I
lived at Ourimbah. Well, towards the end of the day I really wanted to wet a line so we headed back to Wollombi
Brook. The water was coloured from recent rain so I put on a jointed Jitterbug. I lost the first fish but stay
connected to the second which was about 340 mm. Hieu said we could barbeque it so I released it very quickly
before she could get her hands on it. Boy was she annoyed. I told her we were not in Vietnam now!

The first Bass of the trip caught on a jointed Jitterbug.
Another 5 Bass were caught in the pool but none as big as the first. Hieu had a try but couldn’t catch any. I then
went downstream to a pool we had surveyed the previous summer which was full of Bass. I landed one very
small Bass and saw about 5 fish come up to the lure and mouth it only to spit it out. Why is it that fish bite well in
one pool and not the next?
It was very pleasing to see healthy fish because last summer I caught a lot of Bass with lesions in Wollombi
Brook. We surveyed many pools and did a lot of water quality work. Every pool was thermally and oxygen
stratified in January and February 2011, with anoxic (zero dissolved oxygen) conditions below a depth of 1.7 m.
Some pools were hypoxic (low dissolved oxygen) and we supposed that it was the low or zero dissolved oxygen
that was stressing the fish. You only needed shallow running lures to catch Bass because there were no fish in
deep water. The photos below show the lesions which we documented on nearly every Bass we caught.
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Lesion

Lesions

Lesions on Bass caught in Wollombi Brook in December 2010 and January 2011
.
I caught up with my Mum and Brother on Christmas Day and my kids the next day. So then we went to
Shoalhaven Heads to spend a few days with my brother. My South Coast Bass fishing has rarely included the
Shoalhaven so I headed into Nowra, spoke to a fishing store owner and bought some 1:25,000 topo maps. I
went back to my brother’s place and got onto Google Earth and saw some small creeks which looked
promising. Thirty years ago, my cousin, Jack Erskine, used to tell me about these small creeks and how they
held large populations of small Bass. He used to chase them with a Tiny Torpedo, particularly Jaspers Brush
Creek. I had a look at it last year and it is very small. So that afternoon I headed to a promising creek and
started walking. Some kids on bikes met me and asked if I would like to see the best pools. With an offer like
that, how could I refuse? So off I went a few hundred metres up the creek. When I stopped they told me where
the next three pools were and rode off. Well I was either being taken for a ride or I just had received some local
quality advice. I knew it was the latter when I caught a Bass on my first cast with a Rebel Crawdad. Then I
caught another. There should be more kids on bikes along Bass streams who know all the pools! Well it was
getting dark and I had been told that there was a big pool further upstream at the junction of two creeks. So off I
went and found the pool. I changed to a Torpedo because it was a big pool and I then turned the water white
with foam for nothing. Surely these kids knew what they were talking about? Well it was now dark and I
surveyed the pool and thought that there were two spots I hadn’t cast to. I tried the first. The cast was spot on
right next to the leaves of a big gum. One twitch of the fizzer and there was a massive explosion and I was
connected to a 380 mm fish. It swam straight into some sticks and I was in trouble. So I let the line go slack and
the fish swam straight out. I really hit it hard and got it past the sticks and then raised it above the macrophytes
and kept it swimming to me. Well a nice fish made me happy. But there was still the other spot I hadn’t cast to
yet. My first attempt was again spot on (boy don’t you wish it was like that all the time?) and the first twitch of
the fizzer saw another massive explosion. However, this time I didn’t hook up. Despite many more casts, it
didn’t come back. I walked back to the car in the dark feeling quite pleased with myself. I showed my brother the
photos and even he (a non-fishing Erskine!) was impressed.
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The Bass caught on a fizzer in the ‘big’ pool that two kids on bikes told me about. If only fishing was always that
easy!
The next afternoon I was getting itchy feet so my brother said go fishing. I didn’t need a second suggestion.
Hieu came with me this time and stayed in the car. I went back to the same creek. Only this time I headed
downstream. I had checked Google Earth and there was a junction with a bigger creek downstream. I went to
the first pool below the road bridge and caught a nice little Bass within the first 30 cm of my retrieve on my first
cast. Not bad. The second pool was bigger but produced nothing. The third pool was nicer again but nothing.
Then I came to the creek junction and the gravel-bed river was a bit bigger than what I had been fishing. There
was a house on the first pool so I walked down to the second pool. This pool was very large. I spent the next
hour on it and caught 5 Bass. They were all either about 160 mm or 280 mm. I caught them on fizzers, deep
divers, shallow runners, sinkers and an old Heddon’s Twin Pal. In fact, every time I changed my lure, I caught a
fish on the first three casts. While fishing, my mobile rang and a friend wanted to know if we could catch up
while in Sydney. While I was talking to him a red-bellied black snake came down the bank and swam across the
pool. I walked back to the car and chatted to Hieu about my evening’s

The first pool still in sight of the road bridge. A Bass was caught on the very first cast.
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Small water produces small fish but gee it is good fun. No yaks on these creeks.
fishing. On the way back to Shoalhaven Heads, I realised that I hadn’t even tried the largest of the creeks near
Nowra yet so I will have to do that next year. I suspect a yak will be needed for that expedition. I still enjoy
walking the banks of a Bass stream, even if local boys on bikes tell you where to find the fish. It sure beats
fighting off snapping handbags.

NEWS
AGM
The Annual General Meeting will be held next Wednesday the 10th of October at 7:30pm at Northmead Bowling Club.

Hawkesbury-Nepean BassCatch Summary

Registered anglers: 32

Returned cards: 24

Cards MIA: 0

DNF: 8

Total No of fish: 211
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Fish per reach;
Reach 1: 6
Reach 2: 12
Reach 3a: 0
Reach 3b: 0
Reach 4: 69
Reach 5: 124
Biggest Fish: 351mm HS Tham- Reach 4
Smallest fish: 110mm Dave Claydon- Reach 5
Most fish: 35 Alan Izzard- Reach 5
Participation prize winners: Greg Rouland & Andre Dukino
A very tough Bass catch with water levels up and dirty. The results show that the water was getting clearer as it
got further downstream. Several guests and 3 new members helped boost the participants. A good vibe around
the camp both Saturday and Sunday nights and all campers enjoyed Sunday breakfast. Special thanks to Greg
Smith from Muswellbrook, & Trent McMurray, BS member from Largs in the Hunter valley, for making the effort
to attend. A big thank you to the cooking and clean up volunteers without whom we could not run the Bar-b -q.
Alan Izzard.

Monster South Coast Flathead
This absolute beast of a flathead was caught by Bass Sydney member Greg Rouland on a trip down the coast a couple of
months back.
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New Members
We welcome new members Andre Dukino, Joshua Pearson, Paul Matten and Derek Sonter to Bass Sydney.

Millerod Giveaway

The rod kindly donated by ex-member Ian Miller arrived just in time for the Feb Basscatch, so quite a few members have
had the chance to check out this magnificent Rod.
Remember your only chance of winning is to attend one of our work days at Russell St.

PERSONAL WORST, PERSONAL BEST !
nd

2 WEEKS OFF, 2 half of February!!! I really wanted to go fishing for a few days and had been tracking weather, rain and
river forecasts fanatically for days amidst all this wet weather we’ve been having. Planning was also challenging with the
possibility of being joined by Dave Sanegor and member Ron Rogers. I was going to the Manning with Ron… I was going
to the Macleay with Dave & Ron… the Clyde, Tallowa …! When the crunch came, a few days into my holidays, I thought
the Macleay was just about the only river for hours north & south of Sydney, to be fishable. So, after all that, it was Ron
and I who made it out of Sydney on Thursday morning heading for the Macleay.
Day 1
I thought Ron was working until late morning so I just took a leisurely departure with ETA in Kempsey about early arvo. A
couple of hours in, I find out that Ron had left early instead and was roughly 2hrs ahead of me! So I put my head (& foot!)
down and just motored towards Bellbrook where we would meet.
Every river between Sydney and Kempsey looked too high and muddy to fish, upstream or down! The Hunter, the
Hastings, the Manning, Wilson… they were all unfishable.
I finally get through the interminable “road works” all the way up and roll into Kempsey. Will the river be fishable??!
YESSsssssss !!! The river at the highway bridge looked nothing like the previous rivers we’d crossed. Kempsey is fairly
low in the system and yet the water there looked fishable. Will it be better many k’s upstream, where we were going?? My
hopes are on the rise!
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I meet Ron and we set off from Bellbrook to the campsite. Had the place to ourselves, set up camp for a few days (for me),
3 nights for Ron and was soon champing at the bit to get bassin’ !
Late arvo, the water a little stained, but NO WORRIES! Woo Hoo! I’d made the right call to come to the Macleay!
I’d decided to use WTD lures more and only use buzzbaits sparingly as I wanted to hone my skills more on the WTD’s.
Started catching a few bass to ~34cm on a Sammy and after a contented hour or 2, I caught up with Ron who had gone on
upstream.
The home pool of the campsite is about a kilometer long, with
a big bend in the middle of it. The water was probably half a
meter above “normal” summer levels and the water was
pumping around that river bend. I’ve always thought it was a
good Big Fish corner having caught an old PB there years
ago, but not an easy spot to fish. Now, it was work just to
make headway against the current and that’s where Ron
found the biggest, meanest, strongest bass in that pool,
especially a 100m stretch, just before the river bend. It was
quite deep off the bank there, but there were small eddies and
other hidey-holes along there that the bass can tuck up into.
Anyway, Ron was excited and going on about “buzzbait!!…”
“… 17 or 18 fish!” “…42cm!” “Huge! ” While I had decided to
do more walking-the-dog, Ron had decided to give buzzbaits a
proper go. From this moment onwards, Ron became Mr
Buzzbait and he hardly had one off his rods the rest of the weekend!
Day 2
Our first full day and we decided to go upstream about 2k to go up a significant tributary of the Macleay. This creek goes
for miles up into the Ranges. We paddled upstream from the campsite again and kept the Big Bend for the return journey.
This smaller river was flowing well and was beautiful, with clear water that went a shade of jade green in the deeper bits.

Ron was soon hooking up again on his small Dreamfish buzzer and by the end of the session, had accounted for all the big
fish we caught.
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I managed a few lesser fish while Ron continued to brain them with fish up to the low 40’s.
On the way back, we got to the prime spot in the home pool maybe an hour too early. There was little shade there, but we
(or should I say Ron) managed a couple more good fish with tales of fish up to 450 landed or got away. As mentioned
before, the prime spot is just before the big bend and the water is pumping through there. The bass that live there are
used to rushing out into the main current to snaffle prey and straight back home under the bank and snags there. Living in
this high-energy environment meant that these fish were bloody strong. Some of the bigger ones were unstoppable!
Day 3 – Disaster!
We loaded both yaks on Ron’s car and headed up the road to a riverside reserve for a float down to the campsite. It was
only about 4k’s and it was a half-day stretch. I did it with Fowkesy 2 years previously and we did it easily in the arvo,
starting after 3pm and back at the camp on dusk. Ron & I went in the morning and I expected to be back early arvo.
The launch was uneventful and we were off downstream. I decided to muck around with plastics of various types, with
various rigs. The usual crankbaits, spinnerbaits and buzzbaits were also being used by me. I wasn’t having a good day
and as usual, Ron was getting all the big fish, many of them would have been the new PB I’d been chasing for the last
3years. By this stage, he was throwing a buzzbait almost exclusively.

About 2.5k down from the launch, just before a long fast run, I made one cast too many! I was throwing a large spinnerbait
on my baitcast outfit and I got it snagged on a branch and then I got taken by the current. I managed to break off the lure,
but I compounded my carelessness by paddling like crazy upstream trying to get to the lure. I was making zero headway
and Ron came along and told me he would try to get it coming through. In the current, pointing the wrong way, I watched
Ron nearly tip over when he tried to grab the lure/branch. He didn’t, but I was well and truly gripped by the fast water with
the current taking me towards the bottlebrush branches reaching out just above the water. I managed to turn halfway
around and avoid one branch, but the next one got me. I hit it sideways and I flipped over immediately. With what
happened immediately before, I was not prepared for taking the fast water with both rods unsecured and I ended up losing
both rods. The water was not only fast, but also surprisingly deep and I was washed downstream for what seemed to me
to be hundreds of meters (it was actually only about 150m) ! I finally managed to get to the side just above where the river
was even faster, at the junction of the tributary we were at on Day 2. They were my 2 favourite outfits – my Calais baitcast
reel, an old (& thus irreplaceable) Steve Starling Light baitcast rod (an early Miller design) and a Starlo Stix spin rod & a
spin reel. Replacement cost of the Calais reel and 2 rods, excluding the spin reel is estimated to be well in excess of
$700!! I lost remarkably very little else (a small buzzbait and a pair of pliers) and still had my hat, sunnies, tackle boxes,
but I was devastated. No way can I afford to replace the Calais.
Back at camp, I was fairly despondent, but luckily had a spare
spin rod & reel which was to be my (only) weapon for the next few
days away. We were already planning to return when the water
level dropped… or so I thought.
Later that arvo, we went back to our hot spot where we caught a
couple more good fish and I was happy to (officially) join the Club
400 with a 400mm bass on a Dreamfish Twin Buzz.
Day 4
Ron left in the morning and I was either leaving later that day or
staying on. I was hoping to spend some time in the
Coffs/Bellingen area and had tried to make contact with a KFDU
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forumite to fish the smaller rivers there. It was at the last moment and I had not heard from anyone before I left
Sydney.
When Ron left, I got on the water and fished the home pool again. I had the whole place to myself. The hot spot is quite
difficult to fish – you only had about a 100m stretch and you could only get 1, maybe 2 casts at each target before you’re
whipped away. You either tried to tuck yourself into the bank or just keep going back upstream after each “run”. While we
had good success with buzzbaits, I thought a sub-surface lure might have a better chance of making contact with a good
fish, so I pulled out a lure I’ve had for about 5 or 6 years – a very compact, but very heavy tandem spinnerbait with tiny
blades. It was made just for this sort of conditions - deep, heavy water.
It worked – I got to the beginning of the hot stretch and I put out one cast, managed to get it on target, stripped out another
~1.5m of line before closing the bail arm and a second later I was hooked up. I managed to get its head out of the sticks
and let the current do its work after I back-paddled out into the main current. It fought dirty, then deep and by the time I
landed it, I was already nearly leaving the Big Bend. It was only 387mm, but Boy! did it pull!

Later that arvo (I’d decided to stay on for at least another day) I devised another cunning plan to fish a particular niche on
that hot stretch. Ron had kept getting good fish from it, a landslip where a chunk of bank had slipped into the water,
leaving a gouged-out section of bank. This time, I was going to tie myself on the left side, just downstream of “The
Landslip” and cast upstream to it. I put on a purple, ⅛oz Booyah Micro Pond Magic single-bladed buzzbait. On the
second cast, “WHOOMPH!” and I was hooked up solid! The fish charged back towards the gouged out bank, but could not
find any joy and turned and went back out in the main current. “Bewdy!” I thought and it slugged it out deep.
Unfortunately, about 3m to my right was a midstream snag with about 2 or 3 branches just sticking out of the water. Mrs
Bass went into it and I was bricked! I untied myself, free-spooled and paddled upstream of it to see if I can coax it back
out. Nope! I soon got the lure back, all bent, with no fish. I wish I had seen that one! It might have been another 450 like
the one Ron landed, but did not get a pic of previously.

The Landslip
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Day 5
I decided to leave and head north after a morning session. I went below the home pool where we had not ventured in the
last few days. The pool emptied into a short stretch of about half a k before the river split into 2 channels around an island.
It wasn’t a slow “pool”, but one side of the river had plenty enough depth with lots of eddies & structure and I knew the
bigger Macleay fish seem to like hanging just off to the side of faster water.
I got 2 or 3 fish on both sides of this old log on the Twin Buzz –

Then I got a 410mm FL specimen a little further down, in between 2 old flood mitigation concrete blocks. Again, it was on
the Twin Buzz. It came in fairly easily, hooked in friendlier surrounds and not in heavy current. I was stoked to get 2
entries in Club 400 and this was better than the Day 3 fish which was exactly 400mm.
410mm

When I got back to camp, I found I had a message from Mitch, the KFDU member from Coffs Hbr I had e-mailed before I
left. He said he’d get me on a stream or 2 if I got up there before he left work (at MO Tackle!!). I packed up and headed
off, getting to Coffs about half an hour before closing time. I wanted to look at what the tackle store had for obvious
reasons. Mitch couldn’t fish the next day as he had to work, but he hooked me up with friend and workmate Jacob who
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had the next 2 days off. Jacob & I soon made plans to fish the next arvo. I then headed off to Bellingen and camped at the
council campground which was at the Bellingen showground. Pretty good value @ $8/night. The showers were nice, but
too bad they alternated between too cold & boiling hot, with nothing in between!
Day 6
Off to Coffs to have a proper look at some new tackle that I couldn’t afford. I soon had a very nice Samaki Zing baitcast
rod (5’10”, 4-10lb rating) and a Rovex LHW baitcast reel on Lay-By. The rod was beautiful and not outrageously priced
and the reel was a gamble. At only $79, I thought I couldn’t really go wrong. Retrieve ratio of 6.2:1 is quicker than my old
Calais, of which the current model now costs $500 at MO Tackle!!
Jacob met me in Bellingen and we headed off. A month on from the big floods up there, the river looked gorgeous and the
locals have already fished a few times since the floods, catching plenty of bass. I couldn’t believe how pretty the river was,
absolute bass heaven, BUT they weren’t there or weren’t biting. We fished from about 2pm to dusk for near-zero! Jacob
got 1 or 2 small bass, while the only thing that saved me from a donut was a measly 100mm tiddler!

Jacob couldn’t work out why we were doing so badly. He said the best bass were caught at night, but most of the time,
there are plenty of fish to keep you interested. He suggested an after-dark foray, but I was a bit disheartened and opted to
meet Jake again in the morning to fish the another, sightly larger river.
Day 7
Access is excellent on this river and Jake picked a stretch, every bit as lovely as the previous river, only bigger. The water
was the same, clear & running well. Surprising how deep some of the pools were. Stunning!

The bite wasn’t much better than yesterday though! We got a couple each, but it was tough. By mid-morning, we decided
to move to another stretch further upstream. We ended up about 20k upstream and we launched again. Don’t know who
was more stressed, me or Jacob! I know what its like to be “the guide” and while we know its up to the fishing gods, its
hard not to feel some pressure.
The new stretch had a few more bass up to the mid-200’s, but again, nothing to write home about. Coming into yet
another stunning pool, I fished a tiny patch of shade at the head of the pool. I had a ⅛oz spinnerbait with a single
chartreuse-coloured blade and a firetiger skirt and I could see it clearly helicoptering down when a flash appeared and I
PO Box 136 NORTHMEAD NSW 2152
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was on! It gave me a few anxious moments, but I dragged it out from the sticks and netted it. It was fat and in beautiful
condition and I thought it had to be a PB. Finally! After all these years, I’ve got a new PB and it measured 425mm fork
length. Its nothing compared to the monsters “other people” seem to catch, but I was very happy. Jake came over to take
photos and I could feel his relief too!

Heading back to the cars, I could see schools of bass from small up to 30cm swimming about in the beautifully clear
deeper pools. For the heck of it, I dropped a Roadrunner jig (aka ‘ponyhead’ jig) down to them and after a little while, a
more stupid one decided to have a go. Back to Bellingen, packed up and off home.
Postscript 3wks later
I was to return to the Macleay on a salvage mission 3wks after the capsize, but that’s another story, another disaster and it
cost me more money!! I’m not going to bore you with the details of Disaster 2, but if I learnt anything from the last few
weeks, its
BE CAREFUL ON THE WATER AND KEEP YOUR WITS ABOUT YOU.
You know those rivers and creeks you drive over dozens of times when you’re charging up and down the coast over the
years and you say to yourself, “I must give it a go one of these days” ? Well, I did just that on the way home from my
salvage mission and struck gold in a quick 2 hour session.
Little Roadrunner fish

nd

2 off-Highway fish
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It was a dark-coloured river, but upon closer inspection, I realised it was tannin-stained with only a very manageable
amount of suspended sediment. Quite fishable. Quite a nice river actually, bigger than I expected with plenty of woody
snags, bankside cover, reeds and even some water lily. Even though it was midday, shade was easily found. The purple
buzzbait caught all the fish, with 5 fish from the low-300’s to one just 1 or 2mm under 400. All came off woody cover.
The biggest one was the last fish and I was nearly back at the car, only about 200m away. It was about 2pm and a rain
shower came through. I was at the snag pictured above where I caught fish #2 earlier. I gave it a couple of quick casts in
the rain. I ran the buzzer through the outermost branches where it would have been in full sun had it not been for the rain
cloud. I wasn’t expecting much and then “Splash!” I was on again. After a short fight, I was stunned to see what I thought
was a huge bass! I didn’t have the measurer on board and I sprinted to the launch and then ran to the car to get it. It was
so fat I thought it was bigger than it actually was. It could hardly believe it was a smidgen under 400. It didn’t fight nearly
as much as the turbo-charged Macleay River brutes though!

Life seems to be full of ups and downs!!
HS Tham

Next Meeting is on April 10th,
7:30pm at
Northmead Bowling Club.
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Thanks to our great sponsors:
Millerods:

http://www.millerods.com.au/
Dreamfish:

Dream it See it Catch it
Buzzbaits & Spinnerbaits hand-made locally in the Blue Mountains.
www.dreamfish.com.au
www.webstore.dreamfish.com.au

Al’s Tackle Store:

Acute Printing:

Specialising in digital printing for small & home based businesses. Business Cards , Leaflets, Price Lists,
Catalogues, small run books, etc. Ph: 96533800 Website: www.acuteprinting.com.au
E-mail: alan@acuteprinting.com.au
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Lure Logic:

Nutterjuck Lures:

Simple, done well

Hand crafted timber lures.
http://www.nutterjucklures.com/

Fiskars:

Gazza’s Grass and Gardens:

GAZZAS GRASS & GARDENS
Parramatta & Baulkham Hills Area, Lawn mowing,
garden maintenance, landscaping, and Plant supplies
Phone: 02-86779367
Website: gazzasgrass.com.au
e-mail: gazzasgrass@gmail.com
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